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Attention over Self-attention:
Intention-aware Re-ranking with Dynamic

Transformer Encoders for Recommendation
Zhuoyi Lin, Sheng Zang, Rundong Wang, Zhu Sun, J. Senthilnath, Chi Xu, and Chee Keong Kwoh

Abstract—Re-ranking models refine item recommendation lists generated by the prior global ranking model, which have demonstrated
their effectiveness in improving the recommendation quality. However, most existing re-ranking solutions only learn from implicit
feedback with a shared prediction model, which regrettably ignore inter-item relationships under diverse user intentions. In this paper,
we propose a novel Intention-aware Re-ranking Model with Dynamic Transformer Encoder (RAISE), aiming to perform user-specific
prediction for each individual user based on her intentions. Specifically, we first propose to mine latent user intentions from text reviews
with an intention discovering module (IDM). By differentiating the importance of review information with a co-attention network, the
latent user intention can be explicitly modeled for each user-item pair. We then introduce a dynamic transformer encoder (DTE) to
capture user-specific inter-item relationships among item candidates by seamlessly accommodating the learned latent user intentions
via IDM. As such, one can not only achieve more personalized recommendations but also obtain corresponding explanations by
constructing RAISE upon existing recommendation engines. Empirical study on four public datasets shows the superiority of our
proposed RAISE, with up to 13.95%, 9.60%, and 13.03% relative improvements evaluated by Precision@5, MAP@5, and NDCG@5
respectively.

Index Terms—Item re-ranking, User-specific prediction, User intention modeling, Dynamic transformer.
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1 INTRODUCTION

I N the era of big data, recommender systems are widely adopted
by the online platforms (e.g., Amazon and Youtube), so as

to alleviate the problem of information overload [1], [2]. Ac-
cordingly, latent factor models, e.g., matrix factorization [3], [4],
and deep learning models, e.g., NeuMF [5], have demonstrated
their effectiveness to achieve personalized recommendations by
learning user and item representations. Despite the great success,
one fundamental assumption of the above solutions is that a global
ranking model is designed to optimize the overall performance of
item recommendations. This could be sub-optimal for individual
users because it ignores the local item distributions for each
user [6], [7]. To remedy the above issue, a shared re-ranking model
is employed to refine the initial recommendation lists provided
by the prior global ranking model for each user. Specifically, by
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Fig. 1: An illustration of users’ complex intentions in the latent
space. The left user can be price-sensitive and hence cheap items
(i.e., chocolate and Christmas hat) are closer in the latent space,
while the right user may prefer the nicely packaged items so that
the representations of cell phone and bouquet are more similar.

taking into account the relationships among item candidates in a
user’s initial recommendation list, the inter-item relationships for
the target user can be explicitly modeled [6], [7], [8]. As such,
re-ranking models are able to re-rank the item candidates and
generate more personalized recommendation list for each target
user. However, we argue that the existing manner of modeling
inter-item patterns is insufficient, as such item relationships could
vary a lot under different user intentions1. Intuitively, users have

1. Following Wang et al. [9], user intention is a high-level concept, which
could be the reasons of a user to purchase a certain item (e.g., timing, price,
user interest and shopping for others). Note that we focus on refining the item
recommendation lists with learnt latent user intentions from text reviews rather
than predicting the next item with instant intention for the target user (e.g.,
sequential recommendation models such as BERT4Rec [10] and IMfOU [11]).
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multiple intentions to adopt certain items; meanwhile, different
user intentions could drive different user behaviors and item
relationships [9], [12]. Taking Fig. 1 as an example, the representa-
tions of two cheap items could be similar for a price-sensitive user,
while the representations of the two aforementioned items could
be different for a user who often buys gifts for her friends, as she
may be more concerned with whether items are well packaged.
Besides, although the existing re-ranking models can capture the
inter-item relationships among item candidates, they are shared by
all users in a dataset, which may not be sufficiently ‘personalized’.

Consequently, we are seeking to investigate the re-ranking task
through modeling user-specific inter-item relationships based on
user intentions. However, this is not trivial because of two main
challenges: (1) Basically, user intentions are diverse and complex,
which may vary greatly when confronted with different items.
How to accurately capture user intentions is of crucial importance
to deliver a performance-enhanced re-ranking model; (2) To pro-
vide sufficient personalization, a shared re-ranking model is not
feasible. However, it is impractical to assign each user a prediction
model. Hence, a tailored solution need to be designed in order to
achieve both effectiveness and efficiency.

To tackle these challenges, we propose a novel Intention-aware
Re-ranking Model with Dynamic Transformer Encoder (RAISE).
In particular, we first devise an intention discovering module
(IDM) to mine latent user intentions from text reviews. As illus-
trated in Fig. 1, such auxiliary information contains users’ pref-
erences and item properties, which could be useful for modeling
user intentions and item relationships [13], [14]. Given a user-item
pair, IDM applies a co-attention network to estimate review-to-
review matching scores and differentiate users’ diverse intentions
from text reviews. This enables intention-aware representations
to be generated by weighting the text representations with learnt
matching scores. We then design a dynamic transformer en-
coder (DTE) to perform user-specific predictions by seamlessly
accommodating the learnt latent user intentions. Under the hood,
the dynamic self-attention mechanism captures the user-specific
inter-item relationships and provides the driving force: an indi-
vidual attention network is applied over the self-attention layer,
to contextualize the item representations based on the learnt user
intentions. Our proposed DTE advances the classic transformer
encoder by learning specialized transformations of input item
sequences, which increases the representational capability with
limited extra computational cost and keeps efficient inference. To
summarize, this paper makes the following contributions.
• We emphasize the importance of modeling diverse user inten-

tions for the re-ranking task, whereby an IDM is devised to help
extract user intentions from text reviews.

• We design a DTE to explicitly capture the user-specific inter-
item patterns based on the learnt user intentions via IDM. By
applying an individual attention network over the self-attention
layer, DTE enables our proposed RAISE to perform user-
specific predictions in an efficient manner.

• We conduct extensive experiments and ablation studies on four
public datasets to verify the effectiveness and interpretability of
our proposed RAISE.

2 RELATED WORKS

This section first briefly reviews existing re-ranking studies. Since
our proposed RAISE aims to perform user-specific prediction
based on the input item sequences and user intentions, we

then present existing review-aware recommendation methods and
input-dependent recommendation models.

Re-ranking Models for Recommendation. Re-ranking methods
have demonstrated their effectiveness to improve user satisfaction
and been widely applied in industrial applications. For example,
diversity-aware re-ranking methods focus on presenting relevant
but diverse results at the top of a ranked list [15], [16], while
fairness-aware re-ranking methods aim to provide each items a
fair proportion of exposure [17], [18], [19]. In this work, we
aim to capture the mutual relationships between items in the
initial recommendation list for each user in order to improve
model accuracy. For example, DLCM [6] uses gated recurrent unit
(GRU) to sequentially encode the information of top candidates
into document representations, and SetRank [20] uses multi-head
self-attention mechanisms and an attention rank loss function to
re-rank documents for the document retrieval task. In addition,
Seq2Slate [21] exploits mutual influences between items with
pointer networks, which treats the recommendation task as a
sequence generation problem. Meanwhile, a graph neural network
(GNN) based re-ranking method IRGPR [8] has been proposed to
fuse the information from multi-hop neighbors and item relation-
ships. It essentially models the global user-item and item-item re-
lationships rather than the local item-item relationships among the
initial recommendation lists. A more recent work [22] propose to
combine graph attention networks (GAT) and transformer model
to capture the sequential signals underlying users’ behavior se-
quences for complementary product recommendation. Then it uses
a hinge loss to perform re-ranking for sequential recommendation
tasks without a specific model architecture. The most related work
to ours is PRM [7]. By employing transformer encoders to encode
the input items, the mutual influences between item candidates
can be captured to refine the initial recommendations. However,
the transformer encoders are shared by all users in PRM, which
ignores user intentions and could lead to sub-optimal performance.

To sum up, existing works follow the same paradigm of mod-
eling the inter-item relationships to re-rank the initial recommen-
dation and regrettably ignore diverse user intentions. By contrast,
we focus on exploiting latent user intentions from text reviews to
capture the inter-item relationships specifically for each user in
an effective manner. This enables RAISE to provide user-specific
prediction and achieve more personalized recommendation.

Review-aware Recommendation Methods. Our work benefits
from review-aware recommendation models which aim to exploit
richer semantic information from the text reviews. Early studies
such as HFT and TopicMF [13], [14] demonstrate that better rating
prediction accuracy can be achieved by modeling text reviews
with topic models. Empowered by the powerful representational
capabilities of deep neural networks, deep learning-based recom-
mendation models such as DeepCoNN, TransNets, and MPCN
[23], [24], [25] are proposed to predict missing ratings from
text reviews with convolutional neural networks (CNN) [26] and
attention networks [27]. As for ranking tasks, TAFA [28] provides
recommendations by jointly learning representations from user
reviews and implicit feedback. Recently, TIM [29] models users
and items within the topic space which is learned from the review
data. Another direction of this field is to provide explanations
for item recommendations based on text reviews [30], [31], [32].
Different from the above works which mainly focus on to tackle
rating prediction tasks or ranking tasks with text reviews, we focus
on distinguishing user intentions from reviews so as to construct
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(a) Scaled dot-product attention. (b) Multi-head self-attention. (c) Our dynamic self-attention.

Fig. 2: Illustration of dynamic self-attention, which is the key design of dynamic transformer encoder.

user-specific re-ranking model.

Input-dependent Models. Recently, input-dependent models
have shown effectiveness in various domains, such as language
modeling [33], [34] and computer vision [35], [36]. In recom-
mendation, IFM [37] and DIFM [38] are presented to re-weight
the representations of features and weights for different input
instances before performing feature interactions. Inspired by these
studies, we design a dynamic transformer encoder which performs
an individual attention network on the self-attention layer and
enables modeling user-specific inter-item patterns unveiled by
the user intentions. We demonstrate that the proposed dynamic
transformer encoder is computionally efficient with superior per-
formance in this study.

3 PRELIMINARIES

Notations and Problem Formulation. Given a set of users
U = {u1, u2, · · · }, a set of items I = {i1, i2, · · · }, and observed
interaction scores yui. we adopt GMF [5] as the prior global
ranking model, which predicts the missing interaction score (ỹui)
between the target user u and target item i with their learnt
representations denoted as pu and qi, respectively. In this way, an
initial recommendation list Su = [i1, i2, · · · , in] can be generated
by ranking the estimated interaction scores for user u, where
n is the length of Su. Given Su, pu and {qi|i ∈ Su} learnt
from GMF, the goal of our study is essentially how to effectively
capture the inter-item relationships under different user intentions
from text reviews and efficiently perform user-specific refine-
ment for Su. Hence, we further introduce two review sequences
Ru = {r(u)1 , r

(u)
2 , · · · , r(u)lu } andRi = {r(i)1 , r

(i)
2 , · · · , r(i)li } for

user u and item i, which contains the reviews written by user u
and reviews received by item i, respectively. Note that lu and li
are the maximum number of reviews of u and i. As such, each
user-item pair in the training set can be denoted as a 6-tuple
(u, i,pu,qi,Ru,Ri), and RAISE is trained to re-rank the item
candidates in Su for user u.

Self-attention Mechanism. Our work benefits from the self-
attention mechanism due to its effectiveness to capture the inter-
item patterns among item candidates [27]. As shown in Fig. 2(a).
After linearly projecting the input sequence S to obtain queries
(Q) and keys (K) of dimension dk, and values (V) of dimension

TABLE 1: Main mathematical notations used in RAISE.
Notations Definitions and Descriptions

pu, qi
Latent representations of user u and item i which

are learnt by GMF from implicit feedback.

Su
Initial item recommendation list learnt by GMF

for user u.
ŷui Prediction score for user u to item i.
Ru,Ri User u and item i’s review sequences.

ckj
Matching score between user’s kth review

and item’s jth review.

r
(u)
i , r(i)i

Intention-aware review representations
for u-i pair.

oi Position embedding of item i.

si
Item i’s final representation which is

the input of the dynamic transformer encoders.
Qu,Ku,Vu User-specific query, key, and value representations.

WQ
u ,WK

u ,WV
u User-specific transform matrices.

at
Shared attention weights in the dynamic

transformer encoder.

dv , the attention function produces outputs of dimension d, which
is defined as follows:

Attention(Q,K,V) = Softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)V

where Q = SWQ, K = SWK , and V = SWV

(1)

where WQ, WK , and WV are transform matrices.
In addition, the self-attention mechanism can be multi-headed

by employing a number of heads h [27], [34]. As shown in Fig.
2(b), each head learns separate attention weights from different
representation subspaces:

Multi-head(Q,K,V) = Concat(head1, · · · , headh)WO

where headi = Attention(QWQ
i ,KWK

i ,VWV
i )

(2)

where WO ∈ Rhdv×d,WQ
i ∈ Rd×dk ,WK

i ∈ Rd×dk ,WV
i ∈

Rd×dv are transform matrices used in the multi-head self-
attention. Normally, dk and dv are set to d/h. The extra compu-
tational cost of multi-head self-attention is limited compared with
that of normal self-attention function with full dimensionality (see
Eq. 1). We will provide a more detailed discussion in Dynamic
Self-attention Analysis.

4 THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we first briefly introduce the architecture of
our proposed re-ranking method RAISE, then we present each
component of RAISE in detail.
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(a) Architecture of RAISE. (b) DTE. (c) Co-attention Module.

Fig. 3: Overall framework of RAISE.

4.1 Overall of RAISE

The overall architecture of RAISE is presented in Fig. 3(a),
which consists of intention discovering module (IDM), dynamic
transformer encoders (DTE), and prediction layer. Given an initial
list Su and learnt representations p and q from GMF, the goal of
RAISE is to refine Su by modeling the local inter-item relation-
ships based on user intentions. To this end, IDM first discovers
user intentions from text review with a co-attention module.
The learnt intention-aware representations from text review are
then fed into the DTE to capture user-specific item relationships.
Accordingly, a new predicted score for each item candidate in Su
is generated via the prediction layer. Finally, a re-ranked item list
can be achieved by ranking the predicted scores.

4.2 Intention Discovering Module (IDM)

4.2.1 Intention-aware Review Representation

Learning informative user intentions is of crucial importance for
RAISE to perform more personalized re-ranking. Intuitively, text
reviews written by users are usually semantic and encode users’
diverse intentions, which could lead to better modeling of user
behavior when confronted with an item [23], [25].

We hence employ a co-attention module to generate two
intention-aware representations for each user-item pair with regard
to the diverse intentions behind their reviews, as illustrated in
Fig. 3(c). Specifically, given two input review sequences Ru

and Ri, we first obtain the representation of each single text
review by simply adding its constituent word representations. As
such, two embedding sequences Re

u={r
(u)
1 , r

(u)
2 , · · · , r(u)lu } and

Re
i = {r

(i)
1 , r

(i)
2 , · · · , r(i)li } can be achieved. To distinguish the

importance of reviews according to the intentions behind them,
we then compute the review-level matching scores between every
user-item review pair with a co-attention network, given by,

ckj = f(r
(u)
k )TMf(r

(i)
j ) (3)

where the matching matrix C = [ckj ] indicates how well the
intentions behind a user review and an item review matches each
other; M ∈ Rd×d is a trainable transform matrix; r(u)k , r

(i)
j ∈ Rd

denote the representations of the k-th review of user u and the j-th
review of item i, respectively. Meanwhile, we employ two MLPs
to encode the review representation denoted as f(·) in Eq. 3. Since
each row (column) of C indicates how much the main intention of
a user (item) review matches those of all item (user) reviews, the

refined representations of a text review regarding users and items
can be weighted by the strength of its main intention,

r
(u)′

k =
1

|Rei |
∑

j
ckj ∗ r

(u)
k ;

r
(i)′

j =
1

|Reu|
∑

k
ckj ∗ r

(i)
j .

(4)

Then we add up all the reviews of user u and item i respectively
in order to obtain the intention-aware representations r

(u)
i and

r
(i)
i . Despite the simplicity, it is an effective way to encode the

quantity of each intention behind a review sequence into the final
intention-aware representations,

r
(u)
i =

∑
k
r
(u)′

k ; r
(i)
i =

∑
j
r
(i)′

j . (5)

Note that for each user-item pair, their intention-aware rep-
resentations are unique and will be different w.r.t. other users
or items. In other words, the intention-aware representations are
contextually learnt according to the input review sequences. This
enables RAISE to capture inter-item patterns based on the matched
user intentions between the review sequences of the target user u
and those of item candidates in Su, leading to more personalized
recommendations.

4.2.2 Intention-aware Sequential Representation
Before introducing the DTE, a meaningful input sequential repre-
sentation S should be generated in advance, to encode sequential
item candidates in the initial list Su. We notice that most of
the existing re-ranking models capture inter-item relationships
from the implicit feedback data [7], [21], [39]. However, implicit
feedback only indicate if a user has interacted with an item, thus it
could be hard to learn effective item representations from implicit
feedback alone. Besides, the learnt item representations from
implicit feedback are shared by all users, which is unreasonable
as item representations may vary greatly under different user
intentions. Hence, we propose to represent item candidates with
both the implicit feedback data and text review data. To this
end, the user-specific item representations si can be achieved
with latent representations learnt by GMF and intention-aware
representations obtained in the IDM:

si = WS [Concat(s
(im)
i , s

(re)
i )] + oi

s
(im)
i = f(Concat(pu,qi))

s
(re)
i = f(Concat(r

(u)
i , r

(i)
i ))

(6)

where WS is a projection matrix; s(im)
i and s

(re)
i denote item

representations learnt from the implicit feedback data via GMF
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and text review information via IDM, respectively; inspired by
PRM [7], we also encode the initial positions of item candidates
in Su denoted as oi. At last, the representation of Su can be
obtained by concatenating the representation (si) of each item in
Su,

S = Concat(s1, s2, · · · , sn)T (7)

which is then fed into DTE for further refinement.

4.3 Dynamic Transformer Encoder (DTE)

4.3.1 User-specific Transformer Encoders
A fundamental assumption of the transformer architecture is that
the transform matrices used in the self-attention layer are shared
by all input samples. However, user intentions could be diverse
and complex in recommendation scenarios, thus the prediction
model should be different for each user to achieve maximal
personalization. Having realized the vital role of user-specific
recommendation engines, we hence propose the DTE as described
in Fig. 3(b). By performing attention network over the self-
attention layer in the transformer encoder, the capacity of the
transformer encoder is improved without increasing its depth
(blocks of transformer encoders) or width (number of heads). An
illustration of how we obtain user-specific queries (Qu), user-
specific keys (Ku), and user-specific values (Vu) is presented in
Fig. 2(c). Specifically, given the input embedding S obtained from
the IDM, the output of dynamic self-attention Ŝ can be described
as follows:

Ŝ = Attention(Qu,Ku,Vu) = Softmax(
QuKT

u√
dk

)Vu

where Qu = SWQ
u , Ku = SWK

u , and Vu = SWV
u

(8)

where S ∈ Rn×d and Ŝ ∈ Rn×d are the input and output
of DTE respectively; WQ

u , WK
u , and WV

u are learned user-
specific transform matrices. By comparing Eq. 8 with Eq. 1,
it showcases an important merit of our dynamic self-attention
module. By assembling the transform matrices before scaled dot-
product, it achieves stronger representation power while keeping
computational efficiency. We will analyze the efficiency of DTE
in Model Complexity and Scalability. In what follows, we present
how to learn the three user-specific transform matrices WQ

u , WK
u ,

and WV
u .

4.3.2 Attention over Self-attention
Inspired by recent efforts [34], [40] which improve multi-head
transformer architecture with mixture of experts and attention
mechanisms, in this paper, we propose to learn three specialized
transform matrices for each user by attentively aggregating multi-
ple transform matrices before the scaled dot-product process:

WQ
u = a1W

Q
1 + a2W

Q
2 + · · ·+ atW

Q
t

WK
u = a1W

K
1 + a2W

K
2 + · · ·+ atW

K
t

WV
u = a1W

V
1 + a2W

V
2 + · · ·+ atW

V
t

(9)

where at is the shared attention weight across the three types of
transform matrices, and t is the number of transform matrices for
each Qu, Ku, and Vu.

In order to learn a meaningful attention weight a =
[a1, a2, · · · , at] for each user, we employ an attention network
over the self-attention layer in the DTE:

a = Softmax(WAe + bA)

e = ReLU [WE(pSu � qSu ) + bE ]
(10)

Algorithm 1: The RAISE Algorithm
Input: Su, pu, {qi|i ∈ Su}, Reu, {Rei |i ∈ Su}
Output: Model parameters Θ, and re-ranked Su.

1 for each user u ∈ U do
2 for each item candidate i ∈ Su do
3 Obtain r

(u)
i and r

(i)
u with Eqs. (3-5);

4 Compute S for the initial list Su with Eqs. (6-7);
5 Compute ŷui with Eq. 12;
6 Calculate L based on Eq. 13;
7 Update Θ to minimize L, using ∇θL ;

where WA,WE are learnable projection matrices; and bA,bE

are bias vectors. In order to encode all information in the initial list
Su and learn effective attention weights for each user, we obtain
pSu and qSu by accumulating all latent representations (pu and
qi) learnt via GMF and intention-aware representations (r(u)i and
r
(i)
i ) learnt via IDM,

pSu =
1

n

∑
i∈Su

(pu + r
(u)
i ); qSu =

1

n

∑
i∈Su

(qi + r
(i)
i ) (11)

where n is the length of Su. By estimating a with information
from both implicit feedback data and text review data, the special-
ized transform matrices can be obtained by Eq. 9, thus leading to
user-specific predictions.

4.4 Prediction Layer
In this layer, a new ranking score ŷui is estimated for each item
candidate in the initial list Su. This enables us to generate a final
re-ranked list for the target user u by sorting the item candidates
according to their new scores from highest.

ŷui = Softmax(F(b)WP + bP ), i ∈ Su (12)

where F(b) is the output of b blocks of the DTE. Meanwhile, WP

and bP are transform matrix and bias vector for the prediction
layer. We employ a negative log likelihood loss to train our
RAISE, as suggested by [7],

L = −
∑

u∈Utr

∑
i∈Su

yui log ŷui (13)

where Utr refers to the set of users in the training set.

4.5 Dynamic Self-attention Analysis
We investigate the properties of our dynamic self-attention In this
section, which is the key of RAISE. Generally, the self-attention
mechanism is usually applied in order to compute the mutual
relationships among item candidates in Su, whose computational
complexity is O(n2d). Recent studies [7], [20] propose to capture
the mutual relationships from different sub-spaces, multi-head
self-attention mechanism can be employed, and its computational
complexity is O(n2d + nd2), i.e., the extra computational cost
is nd2. In this study, we propose DTE to aggregate transform
matrices with attention weights learnt from an attention network
based on user intentions. The key insight is that within reasonable
cost of model size, DTE provides user-specific predictions and
improves representation capability in an efficient way (low extra
computational cost). Specifically, the extra computational cost
of DTE is O(td2) compared with the self-attention mechanism.
As such, DTE is more computationally efficient than multi-head
self-attention on the premise that t<n, which usually holds (the
optimal t is no larger than 4, while n is 50 in this study). Note
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TABLE 2: Per-layer complexity, extra computational cost com-
pared with self-attention (SA) layer, and indication of input-
dependent support for different layer types, where n is the se-
quence length; d is the representation dimension; and t is the
number of experts.

Layer type Complexity (per layer) Extra Cost Input-dependent
SA O(n2d) N.A ×

Multi-head SA O(n2d + nd2 ) nd2 ×
Dynamic SA O(n2d) td2 X

that DTE takes only one scaled dot-product operation. This means
that one can increase the capacity of the prediction model by
increasing t with only a small increase in inference cost because
each additional parameter requires only 1 additional multiply-add.

As noted in Table 2, our proposed dynamic transformer
encoder advances the classic multi-head transformer encoder
in following aspects. (1) Compared to multi-head transformer
encoder, DTE provides a more efficient solution to boost the
representational capability without increasing the depth (number
of DTE blocks b) and width (number of heads h). (2) By param-
eterizing the transform matrices in a dynamic self-attention layer
as a linear combination of t experts, DTE is able to perform user-
specific (input-dependent) prediction in an efficient manner.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to answer the
following research questions.
• RQ1: Is RAISE able to perform competitively to baseline re-

ranking solutions?
• RQ2: How does the proposed IDM and DTE affect the perfor-

mance of RAISE?
• RQ3: Is RAISE able to generate meaningful explanations for

item recommendation?
• RQ4: How do the key hyper-parameters affect the performance

of RAISE?
• RQ5: How does the running cost of RAISE compare with

baselines?
• RQ6: How do the text reviews affect the performance of re-

ranking methods?
• RQ7: Can we achieve better results with different co-attention

functions and aggregation functions in the IDM module?

5.1 Experimental Setup

Datasets. We conduct experiments on four public datasets from
Amazon2 as listed in Table 3, including ‘Sports and Outdoors’,
‘Health and Personal Care’, ‘Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry’ and
‘Video Games’. The selected datasets are widely used in rec-
ommendation studies and come from different domains. After
obtaining the initial recommendation lists generated by GMF, we
randomly select 80% users to construct the training set, use 10%
users as the validation set, and leave the remaining 10% as the
testing set for each dataset [6], [7]. In addition, we follow previous
works [5], [7] to convert explicit rating data to binary implicit
feedback. In particular, the label is 1 if the target user has rated
the target item; otherwise 0.

Comparing Methods. We compare with the following state-of-
the-art counterparts.

2. jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/

TABLE 3: Data statistics.
Dataset #User #Item #Review/#Rating Density

Sports and Outdoors 35,598 18,357 296,337 0.05%
Health and Personal Care 38,609 18,534 346,355 0.05%

Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry 39,387 23,033 278,677 0.03%
Video Games 24,303 10,672 231,780 0.09%

• GMF [5] generalizes the matrix factorization model in a non-
linear manner, which is a widely adopted baseline for recom-
mendation tasks. Note that GMF is the prior global ranking
model of all re-ranking baselines in this paper.

• DLCM [6] is a classic re-ranking model, which encodes item
candidates in the initial list sequentially with GRU.

• PRM [7] is constructed based on the transformer architecture.
It employs a pre-trained model to generate personalized vectors
for candidate items, which are then fed into the transformer
network to refine initial item lists together with the latent
representations learnt from GMF.

• SetRank [20] re-ranks items with the multi-head self-attention
mechanism and an attentive loss function. We implement both
the SetRank with and without positional embeddings, which are
denoted as SetRankwith PE and SetRankw/o PE, respectively.

Note that the source code of Seq2Slate [21] is not released and
our re-implemented version performs unsatisfactorily. Meanwhile,
we also find that the performance of IRGPR [8]3 is poor in
our experimental setting, although we have carefully tuned its
parameters. Therefore, we omit the comparison with Seq2Slate
and IRGPR in this paper.

Training Details. For a fair comparison, we set d = 32 and
n = 50 for all re-ranking methods. We follow the configura-
tion presented in [5], [6], [7], [20], and all the baselines are
trained until convergence. For our proposed RAISE, we tune the
number of hidden layers from 1 to 4 for MLP structures. The
maximum number of reviews lu and li are set to 20. Instead
of constructing and fine-tuning for an end-to-end NLP model to
obtain the word representations for text information, we obtain
pre-trained language model word representations from BERT’s
pre-trained model in this work since many NLP tasks are benefit
from BERT to get the SOTA [41]. The learning rate is selected
from {1e− 1, 1e− 2, 1e− 3, 1e− 4}; batch size is chosen from
{256, 512, 1024} and dropout rate varies in the range of [0.1, 0.5]
stepped by 0.1. Moreover, the number of transform matrices t and
the number of DTE blocks b are searched from {1, 2, 4, 8, 10},
and {1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 10}. Our model is implemented with Pytorch
4, optimized with Adam [42], and trained on one Nvidia TITAN
Xp GPU with 12 GB memory associated with Intel Exon CPU
E5-2630 v4@2.20GHz.

Evaluation Metrics. We adopt the same evaluation metrics with
PRM [7] to evaluate the performance of all methods: Precision
(Pre@k) and Mean Average Precision (MAP@k), where k is
the length of the recommendation list. Precision evaluates the
fraction of correct recommendations in recommendation lists for
all users, and MAP computes the mean average precision of all
ranked lists cut off by k. In addition, we also evaluated the recom-
mendation performance by normalized discounted cumulative gain
(NDCG@k) which takes the position of correct recommendations
into account [4], [5]. Note that higher metric values indicate a
better recommendation performance.

3. https://github.com/wwliu555/IRGPR
4. pytorch.org/
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TABLE 4: The performance comparison on all datasets (%). ‘Improvement’ indicates how much RAISE has improved over the second
best method which is underlined. We use ′∗′ to denote statistically significant improvements (paired t-test with p-value < 0.05). Note
that ”MAP@1” and ”NDCG@1” is equal to the ”Pre@1”, so they are omitted in this table. We run all methods for 5 times and report
their average value in this table.

Datasets Models Pre@1 Pre@5 Pre@10 MAP@5 MAP@10 NDCG@5 NDCG@10

Sports
and

Outdoors

GMF 32.14 34.76 26.73 46.76 48.66 42.26 51.56
DLCM 55.12 41.14 29.48 63.56 60.08 52.77 59.99

SetRankw/o PE 71.54 46.65 32.02 75.83 69.64 60.96 66.04
SetRankwith PE 73.17 50.14 33.90 77.03 71.90 64.56 69.35

PRM 79.44 54.83 35.39 81.53 76.98 70.46 74.36
RAISE 85.45∗ 60.63∗ 37.77∗ 86.96∗ 83.48∗ 77.84∗ 80.30∗

Improvement 7.57% 10.58% 6.73% 6.66% 8.44% 10.47% 7.99%

Health
and

Personal
Care

GMF 30.65 33.52 26.07 44.66 46.56 40.72 49.65
DLCM 49.23 37.73 27.52 57.70 55.41 48.48 56.17

SetRankw/o PE 62.67 43.27 30.18 70.10 65.06 56.25 62.00
SetRankwith PE 68.06 48.07 32.74 73.73 69.30 61.98 67.44

PRM 73.96 52.17 34.56 78.04 74.15 67.61 72.01
RAISE 83.08∗ 59.48∗ 36.73∗ 85.53∗ 82.21∗ 76.42∗ 78.99∗

Improvement 12.33% 13.95% 6.28% 9.60% 10.87% 13.03% 9.69%

Clothing,
Shoes
and

Jewelry

GMF 42.83 46.52 33.24 59.69 62.42 57.96 67.19
DLCM 68.06 50.79 34.65 73.40 71.10 67.02 74.32

SetRankw/o PE 79.08 54.60 35.73 81.95 77.10 72.29 77.60
SetRankwith PE 83.37 59.08 38.28 84.71 80.66 77.22 82.18

PRM 92.06 65.94 40.35 92.15 89.08 86.69 89.00
RAISE 95.30∗ 70.39∗ 41.66∗ 95.32∗ 93.25∗ 91.33∗ 92.38∗

Improvement 3.52% 6.75% 3.25% 3.44% 4.68% 5.35% 3.41%

Video
Games

GMF 40.80 43.66 34.23 57.23 57.86 50.39 58.63
DLCM 58.82 47.09 35.33 66.77 64.00 56.68 63.86

SetRankw/o PE 69.47 50.16 36.19 76.06 70.55 61.93 66.76
SetRankwith PE 71.93 54.11 38.53 77.37 72.78 65.90 70.57

PRM 74.65 55.76 39.03 79.58 75.14 68.07 72.15
RAISE 81.35∗ 59.43∗ 40.68∗ 83.99∗ 79.33∗ 73.16∗ 76.30∗

Improvement 8.98% 6.58% 4.23% 5.54% 5.58% 7.48% 5.75%

TABLE 5: The effects of key components of RAISE (%).

Dataset Model Pre MAP NDCG
@5 @10 @5 @10 @5 @10

RAISE 60.63 37.77 86.96 83.48 77.84 80.30
RAISEw/o IDM 59.70 37.44 86.88 82.76 76.85 79.40
RAISEw/o DTE 59.18 37.22 86.14 82.03 76.23 78.94

Sports
and

Outdoors RAISEw/o Both 58.50 36.78 86.00 81.83 75.55 78.28

RAISE 59.48 36.73 85.53 82.21 76.42 78.99
RAISEw/o IDM 58.34 36.12 84.08 81.02 75.06 77.92
RAISEw/o DTE 58.54 36.57 84.78 81.24 75.38 78.26

Health
and

Personal
Care RAISEw/o Both 53.10 34.38 79.93 76.03 68.95 73.14

RAISE 70.39 41.66 95.32 93.25 91.33 92.38
RAISEw/o IDM 69.10 40.86 94.81 92.59 90.19 91.53
RAISEw/o DTE 70.12 41.56 95.26 93.12 91.07 92.37

Clothing,
Shoes
and

Jewelry RAISEw/o Both 67.68 40.58 93.36 91.06 88.50 90.51

RAISE 59.43 40.68 83.99 79.33 73.16 76.30
RAISEw/o IDM 57.43 39.65 82.06 77.51 70.66 74.08
RAISEw/o DTE 58.77 40.39 83.52 78.79 72.42 75.49

Video
Games

RAISEw/o Both 56.39 39.39 81.14 76.24 69.43 73.30

5.2 Experimental Results

5.2.1 Performance Comparison (RQ1)

Table 4 presents the overall performance of the proposed RAISE
and comparing methods on four Amazon datasets. As a whole, all
re-ranking methods are able to refine the initial recommendation
list generated by the global ranking model GMF. This verifies the
effectiveness of modeling inter-item patterns for re-ranking tasks.
Moreover, we can observe that RAISE performs better than the
other three state-of-the-art re-ranking models: DLCM, SetRank
and PRM. In particular, RAISE achieves up to 13.95% relative
improvement w.r.t. Pre@5, 12.30% relative improvement w.r.t.
MAP@5, and 9.60% relative improvement w.r.t. NDCG@5 on
‘Health and Personal Care’ dataset, compared to the second best
re-ranking algorithm. We also observe that RAISE gains slightly
less improvement on the ’Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry’ dataset.
A possible explanation could be the difficulty of model training

due to the extremely sparse data, especially for RAISE which
refines recommendations with review information, as we can see
the review density of this dataset is lower than 0.05% as shown
in Table 3. Another interesting finding is that considering the
positional embeddings for SetRank leads to better results on the
four datasets.

5.2.2 Effects of IDM and DTE (RQ2)
To investigate the effectiveness of two key components of RAISE,
we compare RAISE with its three variants listed as follows: (1)
RAISEw/o IDM: removing the intention-aware representations learnt
via IDM in Eq. 6; (2) RAISEw/o DTE: replacing DTEs with normal
transformer encoders as shown in Eq. 1; (3) RAISEw/o Both: remov-
ing both IDM and DTEs from RAISE simultaneously. The results
are reported in Table 5. By analyzing the performance comparison,
we have the following observations. (1) Being equipped with IDM,
our proposed RAISE is able to effectively learn useful patterns
from review information and further enrich the representations
of users and items. (2) By employing an attention network over
the self-attention layer, the proposed DTE performs better than
the normal transformer encoder under our setting, showing its
stronger representational capability without increasing the depth
or width. (3) The combination of IDM and DTE brings the largest
improvements, which showcases that RAISE is able to generate
more personalized recommendations by seamlessly accommodat-
ing the learnt latent user intentions extracted from the text reviews.

One may wonder why performance gaps exist among
RAISEw/o Both, SetRank, and PRM methods since they are all
based on the transformer architectures. This could come from the
following three reasons. First, the input data is different, which
results in the different performance. In particular, RAISE improves
the personalization of the recommendation engine by empowering
it to be input-dependent, while the PRM model employing a pre-
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(a) Sports and Outdoors (b) Health and Personal Care (c) Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry (d) Video Games

(e) Sports and Outdoors (f) Health and Personal Care (g) Clothing, Shoes and Jewelry (h) Video Games

Fig. 4: Selected user-item review pairs with high matching scores from the four datasets.
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Fig. 5: Impact of t at Pre@5(%) and MAP@5(%).
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Fig. 6: Impact of n at Pre@5(%) and MAP@5(%).

trained model to generate personalized vectors for candidate items,
which are learned from implicit feedback. As mentioned in their
paper, such personalized vectors encode users’ generic preferences
and could be beneficial to the predictions. They are then fed into
the transformer architecture together with item latent represen-
tations qi. As such, the input of PRM is not the same as ours,
because RAISEw/o Both is trained with both user representations pu
and item representations qi in an end-to-end manner, rather than
encoding user information via a pre-trained model. In summary,
SetRank and RAISEw/o both take the latent representation of users
pu as input, whereas PRM does not. Second, the range of hyper-
parameters are different. As mentioned in the section 5.1, in order
to reproduce the results of comparing methods and make a fair
comparison, we follow the same configurations presented in their
paper, including the search spaces of hyper-parameters, which
could make a considerable impact on the model performance.
Third, the choice of loss functions could be influential to model
performance. To be specific, SetRank adopts an attentive loss
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Fig. 7: Impact of b at Pre@5(%) and MAP@5(%).

function, which is different from the negative log likelihood loss
used in PRM and RAISE.

5.2.3 Interpretability of RAISE (RQ3)
We now discuss another important property of our proposed
RAISE: the interpretability. To this end, we randomly pick eight
user-item review pairs with high matching scores among the
testing set of the four datasets and highlight the similar intention(s)
between user and item reviews in Fig. 4. Taking Fig. 4(a) as
an example, user 719 wrote about ”I feel so well equipped
when I have this multi-tool with me”, and then the co-attention
mechanism assigns higher matching score to the item review that
mentioned ”This one has all the tools I was looking for”. We
find that, even there are very few words that occur in common
between two reviews, the selected review pairs are identified to be
consistent with regard to some high-level concepts. This indicates
it is a practical way to find meaningful item reviews for the target
user. By distinguishing the importance of reviews between two
input sequences Ru and Ri, RAISE is capable of boosting the
interpretability of recommendation engines.

5.2.4 Hyper-parameter Sensitivity Analysis (RQ4)
In this section, we examine how the number of transform matrices
(t), the length of the initial recommendation list (n) and the
number of DTE blocks (b) affect the performance of RAISE.
The results are depicted in Figs. (5-7), and similar trends can be
observed with k = {10, 20} as well as the rest two datasets.

From Fig. 5, we can see that a small number of transform
matrices (t ≤ 4) is sufficient to distinguish the main intentions of
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TABLE 6: Training time of RAISE and comparing methods
(hours:minutes:seconds). We follow the default setting of DLCM
and train it for 10,000 iterations. As for PRM, SetRank RAISE
and RAISEw/o IDM, they are trained for 100 epoch respectively.

Dataset Model
DLCM PRM SetRank RAISE RAISEw/o IDM

Sports and
Outdoors 04:59:51 00:10:54 00:26:09 04:22:58 00:24:08

Health and
Personal Care 05:35:59 00:09:13 00:26:48 05:01:59 00:24:59

Clothing, Shoes
and Jewelry 05:36:45 00:11:57 00:27:29 05:14:56 00:19:14

Video
Games 04: 59: 51 00:06:14 00:18:04 03:07:19 00:11:13

users. This indicates our DTE does not actually add much space
complexity and verifies our assumption that user behavior is driven
by multiple intentions with different contributions. From Fig. 6,
we notice that the performance of RAISE initially improves with
the increase of n (n ≤ 50), and the performance begins to decrease
after a certain point (n>50) on both datasets. Intuitively, a longer
initial list contains more item candidates and richer inter-item
patterns, which is beneficial to re-ranking models. However, since
RAISE is empowered by the transformer architecture, it may not
be a good choice to blindly increase the length of initial list, as the
transformer architecture is quadratic to n (see Model Complexity
and Scalability). Besides, a long initial list could be hard for the
transformer architecture to model effective mutual relationships.
Furthermore, the results on the number of DTE blocks are plotted
in Fig. 7, indicating that only one or two DTE blocks are usually
sufficient for RAISE to achieve its optimal performance.

5.2.5 Running Time Comparison (RQ5)
Since we only model limited items for targets users in the re-
ranking process (50 items for each user), it could be more efficient
to model text information in the re-ranking process rather than
modeling text information by a global ranking model as most
review-aware ranking models do. However, modeling text reviews
may result in significantly higher costs for RAISE compared to
approaches that do not take reviews into account. To investigate
the computational costs in practical situations, we hence compare
the running time of all methods as shown in Table 6.

We can observe that DLCM takes the most running time.
Meanwhile, RAISE takes much more time than PRM and Se-
tRank due to the review modeling process happened in the IDM.
Although modeling text review takes unexpected computational
costs, it benefits the re-ranking model in threefold.
• First, IDM distinguishes the importance of reviews according

to the intentions behind them, enabling RAISE to capture user-
specific inter-item relationships and hence perform user-specific
predictions.

• Second, modeling text information brings additional perfor-
mance gains (see section 5.2.2).

• Third, RAISE is able to provide meaningful explanations for
target users by modeling text information with the co-attention
mechanism (see section 5.2.3).

In summary, with more time spent, RAISE provides better
personalization and interpretability than comparing methods by
modeling text information. In order to alleviate the above problem
and decrease the training time, future works will introduce effi-
cient attention mechanisms for the computations of co-attention
and dynamic self-attention. For example, localizing the attention

TABLE 7: The effects of text reviews of RAISE (%).

Dataset Model Pre MAP NDCG
@5 @10 @5 @10 @5 @10

Sports
and

Outdoors

RAISE 60.63 37.77 86.96 83.48 77.84 80.30
RAISEw/o u rvw 59.94 37.36 86.30 82.85 77.00 79.10
RAISEw/o i rvw 59.04 37.25 85.69 81.71 76.02 78.56

Health and
Personal

Care

RAISE 59.48 36.73 85.53 82.21 76.42 78.99
RAISEw/o u rvw 57.86 36.10 83.84 80.85 75.03 77.77
RAISEw/o i rvw 57.87 36.13 84.49 80.96 75.17 77.83

Clothing,
Shoes and

Jewelry

RAISE 70.39 41.66 95.32 93.25 91.33 92.38
RAISEw/o u rvw 69.13 41.07 94.79 92.50 89.98 91.44
RAISEw/o i rvw 69.24 41.07 94.69 92.40 90.01 91.39

Video
Games

RAISE 59.43 40.68 83.99 79.33 73.16 76.30
RAISEw/o u rvw 59.81 40.51 84.09 79.91 73.61 76.55
RAISEw/o i rvw 58.39 40.17 82.58 78.09 71.85 75.24

span and using memory-compressed attention are simple yet
effective methods to decrease computational costs [43].

5.2.6 Effects of Text Review (RQ6)
To investigate the effect of user reviews and item reviews,
we compare RAISE with its two variants listed as follows:
(1) RAISEw/o u rvw: removing the user review information from
RAISE; (2) RAISEw/o i rvw: removing the item review information
from RAISE. As shown in the Table 7, we can see the default
setting of RAISE (i.e., considering both user and item reviews)
performs the best on three out of four presented datasets. Surpris-
ingly, the model performance on the video games dataset indicates
that modeling item reviews only (i.e., RAISEw/o u rvw) is able to
achieve better results than RAISE which models both user and
item reviews. This indicates the importance of modeling item
reviews for the Video Games dataset.

Furthermore, we feed both text information and latent rep-
resentation learned from implicit feedback into all re-ranking
methods, to further investigate how much the text information can
improve the model performance. Specifically, given an embedding
review sequence Re

i ={r
(i)
1 , r

(i)
2 , · · · , r(i)li }, we first obtain the

representations of text information for each item by summing up
its corresponding representation of reviews:

ri =
∑

j
r
(i)
j (14)

Then we concatenate the representations of text information ri
and item latent representation qi to replace the original item
representations qi in the baseline re-ranking models. In addition,
we implement the IDM for the PRM model to further evaluate
the effectiveness of IDM since the PRM model achieves the
best results on four datasets among all baseline methods, which
is denoted as PRMIDM. From Table 8, we can see the model
performance of review-aware baselines do not improve their per-
formance as expected. In particular, considering text information
significantly degrades the performance of DLCM on all datasets.
This showcases that the model architectures of baselines should
be modified accordingly in order to leverage reviews, and simply
introducing textual information as input can lead to worse results.
Besides, the IDM-enhanced PRM (i.e., PRMIDM) consistently
outperforms PRMreview. Compared with PRMreview, it generates
more meaningful review representations for the prediction model
by computing matching scores between every user-item review
pair with a co-attention network. This helps confirm the effective-
ness of the IDM module.

One may wonder whether the number of reviews affects the
model complexity. In our work, we set the number of reviews lu
and li to a constant (i.e., 20), and the text reviews are pre-processed
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TABLE 8: The performance comparison between RAISE and
baselines with review information as input (%).

Dataset Model Pre MAP NDCG
@5 @10 @5 @10 @5 @10

DLCMreview 4.80 4.86 9.09 9.71 5.23 6.57
SetRankreview 49.48 33.89 76.39 71.04 63.49 68.95

PRMreview 50.60 34.31 76.15 71.17 64.28 69.53
PRMIDM 55.08 36.15 82.55 77.71 71.20 75.17

Sports
and

Outdoors RAISE 60.63 37.77 86.96 83.48 77.84 80.30

Health
and

Personal
Care

DLCMreview 5.58 5.39 11.82 12.18 6.43 7.82
SetRankreview 46.68 32.07 71.56 67.41 59.63 65.50

PRMreview 49.38 33.53 75.34 70.65 63.28 68.80
PRMIDM 53.76 35.03 80.19 76.07 69.85 73.97
RAISE 59.48 36.73 85.53 82.21 76.42 78.99

DLCMreview 4.54 4.21 8.76 9.10 5.38 6.47
SetRankreview 58.22 37.91 93.98 79.66 76.16 81.21

PRMreview 61.64 39.16 86.72 83.01 80.33 84.63
PRMIDM 66.41 40.60 92.17 89.26 86.69 89.30
RAISE 70.39 41.66 95.32 93.25 91.33 92.38

Video
Games

DLCMreview 20.25 19.84 32.50 32.91 21.91 28.09

Clothing
shoes
and

Jewelry

SetRankreview 53.42 38.15 77.02 72.15 65.08 69.50
PRMreview 51.79 37.51 74.35 69.90 62.52 67.52
PRMIDM 55.85 39.52 79.75 74.76 68.22 72.61
RAISE 59.43 40.68 83.99 79.33 73.16 76.30

before training. In this way, RAISE loads user and item text
representations for the training process, and the model complexity
only grows with the number of users and items, and without regard
to the number of reviews. In summary, additional memory costs
are needed for training on larger datasets because RAISE needs
to train and save the representations of users and items, which is
very common for modern deep learning recommendation models.

5.2.7 Ablation Analysis for IDM (RQ7)
In the IDM, we adopt a bilinear co-attention function (Eq. 3) to
compute the matching scores, which enables RAISE to capture
intention-aware information and to provide meaningful explana-
tions. We have tried two more co-attention function to compute the
review-level matching scores in this section. The first one omits
the transform matrix M and the latter one utilizes only one MLP
to compute matching scores [25].

ckj = f(r
(u)
k )T f(r

(i)
j ) (15)

ckj = f(Concat(r
(u)
k , r

(i)
j )) (16)

The above co-attention functions are denoted as Co-ATT (Soft)
and Co-ATT(MLP), respectively. We present the performance of
Co-ATT (Soft) and Co-ATT (MLP) in the Table 9. In addition, we
change the aggregation function from the sum pooling to the mean
pooling in order to discover the effect of different aggregation
functions in the Eq. 5, which is denoted as ”Aggr (Mean)” in
the Table 9. We observe the relative ranking of all three variants
(bilinear, soft and MLP) are always interchanging across different
datasets. On the other hand, changing the aggregation function
could marginally improve performance on the later two datasets.

In summary, the default setting can help achieve the best
performance on some datasets. For the other datasets, although
the default setting do not perform the best, there is not huge
performance difference between different settings. As such, there
is no universal settings for all datasets, and it may vary case by
case.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we propose a novel re-ranking method RAISE to
refine the recommendation list. Equipped with the intention dis-
cover module (IDM) and dynamic transformer encoder (DTE), our

TABLE 9: Abaltion analysis for IDM (%). ”Co-ATT” denotes the
co-attention function used in the Equ. 3, and ”Aggr” is short for
aggregation function in the Equ. 5.

Dataset Model Pre MAP NDCG
@5 @10 @5 @10 @5 @10

RAISE 60.63 37.77 86.96 83.48 77.84 80.30
Co-ATT (Soft) 59.51 37.09 85.85 82.28 76.44 78.56
Co-ATT (MLP) 58.69 37.01 85.26 81.39 75.52 78.07

Sports
and

Outdoors Aggr (Mean) 59.57 37.37 86.15 82.36 76.57 78.88

RAISE 59.48 36.73 85.53 82.21 76.42 78.99Health
and

Personal
Care

Co-ATT (Soft) 59.00 36.76 85.34 82.27 76.46 78.97
Co-ATT (MLP) 58.10 36.38 84.39 81.26 75.40 78.15

Aggr (Mean) 58.55 36.40 84.76 81.50 75.83 78.32

RAISE 70.39 41.66 95.32 93.25 91.33 92.38Clothing,
Shoes
and

Jewelry

Co-ATT (Soft) 70.18 41.77 95.58 93.21 91.06 92.40
Co-ATT (MLP) 70.83 41.74 95.89 93.68 91.71 92.61

Aggr (Mean) 70.86 41.73 95.86 93.74 91.71 92.64

RAISE 59.43 40.68 83.99 79.33 73.16 76.30
Video
Games

Co-ATT (Soft) 58.67 40.14 82.99 78.51 72.17 75.44
Co-ATT (MLP) 59.84 40.46 83.90 79.72 73.52 76.34

Aggr (Mean) 59.72 40.43 84.23 79.75 73.52 76.32

proposed RAISE performs user-specific re-ranking by exploiting
user intentions with the help of text reviews. By constructing
RAISE upon prior global ranking models, one can easily achieve
personalization, efficiency, and interpretability without modifying
their current recommendation engines. Such scalability enables
RAISE to refine recommendation lists generated by existing
ranking models in an efficient manner. Empirical study verifies
the additional gains brought by the devised IDM and DTE. In
future work, we will investigate how to mine user intentions from
other auxiliary information such as social networks and knowledge
graphs for further performance-enhanced re-ranking approaches.
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